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In the Transactions of the American Philological As
sociation XXXII, pp. 64:ff ., I endeavored to show that 
opa-rE in Aeschylus, Prometheus 119, is indicative, 
though commentators and translators almost universally 
regard the form as the present imperative. My argu
ments convinced many scholars. But Dr. Edwin A. Ab
bott, in his J ohannine Grammar (London, 1906), in con
nection with his discussion of . lpawa-rE -ra~ rypa<f>a~, 
John v. 39, cites this very passage as an illttstration of 
his contention that initial opa-re in the scenic poets is 
probably always imperative. But my article may not 
have fallen under Dr. Abbott's eye. The whole context 
shows that Prometheus is merely acquainting the visitora, 
whoever they may be, with the fact that they have before 
them that god, who by reason of hia great love for human 
kind, became an enemy of the high suzerain of heaven 
and, in consequence of his crime of bestowing the pre
rogatives of the gods on the creatures whose cause he had 
championed, was placed in ignominious bonds, precisely 
as, the sufferer acquaints the sympathizing lo later of 
the same fact in the same way (612), where the aµ.<f>if3o>..la 
vanishes in the second person singular: 1rvpo~ f]po-ro'i~ 
80-r71p' opq,~ Ilpoµ.710ea. If there had been an insistence 
on the evolution of the action, or a desire to lay stress 
on the various steps of what was taking place before the 
eyes of the beholder, as in the passage I cited from 
Plato's Republic, or if the poet had desired to empha
size the fact that there was a multitude of spectators, 
who pass, one after the other, in review, as it were, there 
would be some justification for the present imperative, 
or, perchance, the optative, as in the eighth book of the 
Odyssey, verse 341, eltropO<pTE Oeol 71"0.tTO.L TE Oea,va.i. 
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Greek authors did not, as a rule, darken counsel by 
words without knowledge. An apparently insignificant 
fact will often illumine a whole passage. One cannot read 
the sentence in John v. 39 carefully as far as oo,ce'iTe 
without feeling that e.pavvaTe is indicative, and I have no 
doubt that hundreds of scholars for hundreds of years 
have so translated it. But getting the correct version 
universally accepted is a different matter. Errors are 
perpetuated orally and by text-books, simply because the 
teacher and the writer will not think for themselves
the mistake is handed on from professor to pupil, and 
from generation to generation. So far as the passage 
in question is concerned, Professor Gildersleeve remarks 
in his review of Dr. Abbott's book (American Journal 
of Philology XXVII, 335) : '' That lpavvaTe is indica
tive here Dr. Abbott and Professor Harry are agreed.'' 
But the Authorized Version translates the verb as an 
imperative, the Revised Version gives us our choice, 
while from the majority of pulpits, I think it is safe to 
say (judging from the number I have heard), are read 
and preached the words : '' Search ye the Scriptures ! '' 
Such a rendering did not go unchallenged down to our 
times; but, in spite of repeated corrections, the 
indicative never met with universal acceptation. 
Robert Barclay as early as 1675, in his Apology 
for the True Christian Divinity (pp. 91:ff.) refers 
to two scholars before him who h'ad handed down 
the correct tradition: '' Moreover, that place may 
be taken in the indicative mood, Ye search 
the Scriptures; which interpretation the Greek word 
will bear, and so Pasor translated it: which by the reproof 
following seemeth also to be the more genuine interpre
tation, as Cyrillus long ago bath observed." 




